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two of equal importance, each of them divisible into two, something like that, why then,

take the main one and study its relation to the other main one. You see what I mean.

Study the relationship of the two. See what you think it is. Whether you think that they're

just two things that happen to come next to each other, or whether you think that there is

a definite relationship. For instance if a man speaks awhile and. God speaks, is God
? assuring

answering this many The man is praising God. Is God athz man of his regard for this

one who prayed to Him? Is man asking a request? Does God answer the request, and if so

how? Then I would like you, because I'm not assigning much day by day in this course at

all, though I'm expecting every one doing under graduate work to do two hours work for

each class, that is two hours each for each of the regular classes week, whether we hold

them or not, and then if we miss some we try to make them up. But then I would like you to

as soon as you can, after having considered that question yourself and reached the conclusion,

at least fairly definite conclusion, then I would like you to consult commentaries, and to

see what these commentaries say about the passage that you think is the beginning of the

second. main part of the section. Whether they agree with you on it, and what they think its

relationship is to the main section. And. do you think their interpretation sounds very

reasonable? Pin particularly interested at this point &n the attitude of Delisch, and so I

hope that everyone, whatever of these commentaries you use, be sure to look into his, and
if

see what he says about the few verses that start, what you consider and I think thi youre

right you'll find that he agrees with you the second main part of this section. And whether 3.

you think it sounds very reasonable. Now that's an assignment that doesn't need to take

a great amount of time, but I would like to discuss it with you after you have done some

thought and study on it yourself. Therefore I mention it to you now. I don't know how soon

you will get to it but I'm very anxious that everyone will be ready for it when we get to

it.




Well, now we are looking at chapter 61, where we have the central mom section of our

passage other than review, which comes at the end of this series, rebuke, blessing, or is

it blessing and other rebuke, blessing another and then rebuke followed by this long

passage, blessing another, and. this long passage then, we found, is made up, a, b, c, d, c,

1,, a. And we looked at a briefly, we looked at b, the first and. last b's briefly. We've
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